Tom Lubbock, critic and illustrator, was the chief art critic of the Independent from 1997 until his death in 2011. He wrote widely on art, books and radio and produced major catalogue essays on Goya, Thomas Bewick and Ian Hamilton Finlay. His illustrations, mainly done in collage, appeared every Saturday on the editorial page of the Independent between 1999 and 2004.

His first book, Great Works, was published by Frances Lincoln to widespread acclaim in 2011.

What links the dammed in the Winchester Psalter Hellmouth to a brilliant piece of anti-slavery propaganda? Who can draw an apple tree like ‘a slow explosion’? Why is Max Beerbohm so lethal? What happened when G. F. Watts tried to draw God? How many kinds of line can you find in a picture by Patrick Caulfield?

English Graphic is a book of essays on the subject of illustration and drawing, with the focus on English artists using graphic media; drawings, prints and watercolours. The historical span of the book is broad – from the Uffington White Horse to Robert Hooke’s The Flea to Harry Beck’s London Underground Map and beyond. The high point of English graphic art in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century makes up the heart of the book, with Fuseli, Blake, Bewick and Palmer all the subject of extended essays. The images range from the visionary to the empirical, from fine art to folk art to caricature. Connecting and overlapping ideas on line and shape run through the book: maps, islands, clouds, swarms, wombs, skins, dots, contours and boundaries. Energetic, coherent and strange, English Graphic presents an electrical storm of ideas and illuminations provocatively argued by one of our most brilliant writers on art.

With an introduction by Jamie McKendrick. Edited by Marion Coutts.
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